The addition of pion contributions to symmetric-quark-model predictions of baryon magnetic moments is shown to lead to considerable improvement in quantitative agreement with experiment.
since the assumption u = -2d would be affected by pion clouds producing anomalous nucleon quark moments.
In this paper, pion magnetic-moment 
In the simple quark model considered here, the coefficient y would be the same for all octet baryons, but it is not as reasonable to expect this to extend to the decuplet (4++ Xi/2Yi ipt) =4v 2y'/3 .
Comparison of Eqs. (10) and (11) Fig. 1 Fig. 1(a counted for. This is because the pion contribution (shown in the last column of Table I ) is very small for the = moments.
The results found here for pion effects are quite similar to those found in an explicit calculation in the cloudy bag model (CBM). The CBM magnetic moment predictions lead to X =23 for the seven pure baryon moments in Table I Table   I . ' The dependence of this fit on the pion parameters M and R (with P XM=1.2) shown in Fig. 1 + -" , (gg')'i (13d -16s), p~--" +2g( -5:--:-+2M)+Sg'( -9:-+10s -2M)+32(gg')'i2s, p =" +2g ( -5:--:--2M)+Sg'( -9:--5d +10s +2M)+32(gg') i2(s+d), 
